
Project Scope
Philanthropic foundations are influential sponsors of conservation networks, policy
initiatives, and projects around the world. Yet there has been little research on
environmental philanthropy, and even less on how shifts in funding impact communities,
organizations, and conservation agendas.

Between 2018-2022, our team is leading a social science research project to develop new
insights about ocean philanthropy and foundation exits. In 2018, we co-designed the
project with input from more than 100 stakeholders, including grantees and non-grantees
in the Pacific region, and individuals from six foundations working in marine conservation
globally. Together, we identified the following research questions:

1. What roles do foundations play in marine conservation?
2. What are best practices for managing donor exits in marine conservation?
3. What happens to philanthropic-supported marine conservation agendas after donor

exits, and how can we explain differences in outcomes?
4. What do stakeholders and donors perceive as the legitimate role of foundations in

marine conservation?

Goal
To assist marine conservation practitioners, donors, and stakeholders by enhancing
understanding of the factors that contribute to effective, equitable, and enduring ocean
philanthropy and conservation.

Project funders include the David and Lucile Packard Foundation, Margaret A. Cargill Philanthropies, and our respective universities. This work 
is approved by Colorado State University's Institutional Review Board for Research with Human Subjects (protocol 19-8654H). 

Our Approach
Knowledge co-production
We are using a participatory research approach known as knowledge co-
production. This means we are bringing donors and marine conservation
stakeholders into partnership with the research team to collaboratively produce
applied insights that can inform practice. Our goal in using participatory research
is to conduct inclusive, culturally appropriate, and applied research that reflects
and serves stakeholder needs.

The Research
The research includes a global analysis based on interviews with foundations
working in marine conservation around the world as well as in-depth case studies
in Fiji and Palau, with a particular focus on the David and Lucile Packard
Foundation and Margaret A. Cargill Philanthropies. We are using a mix of
qualitative and quantitative research methods and we will continue to collaborate
with research participants throughout the project through a series of knowledge
co-production workshops.

Accountability
We are working with an external advisory committee that will help uphold the
accountability of the project in pursuing rigorous research in a culturally
appropriate way, with a multi-faceted and unbiased perspective on foundations.
The committee provides feedback and makes recommendations to the research
team throughout project design and implementation phases.
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